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The Chinese economy was on the verge of collapse after a ten-year period of extreme chaos known 
as the Cultural Revolution which shook the country between 1966 and 1976. In May 1978, the 
Guangming Daily, a party mouthpiece, published a special commentator's article entitled: "Practice is 
the only standard for testing truths," which officially ushered in an age of reform and opening-up. 2018 
marked the 40th anniversary of this important moment in modern Chinese history. Confucius once 
said: “at forty, one is no longer perplexed about the world around him”. The question remains: Is the 
rest of the world any less perplexed about China today? 

Decade one: The beginning 

During the first decade (1978-1988) of “reform and opening-up”, the steps that China took were 
decidedly cautious and tentative. There was much debate about what reform would mean and 
whether it would take China in the direction it needed to go. The most often recited motto from that 
period was: “wading across the stream by feeling the stones”. China and the United States 
established diplomatic relations on January 1st, 1979. Legislations regarding Sino-Foreign Equity Joint 
Ventures was passed that the same year. Notable foreign companies that lined up to invest in China 
included Panasonic, Sony, and Toshiba from Japan, as well as Volkswagen from Germany. China’s 
GDP was $USD 312.4 billion in 1988, a 270% increase from 1979.   

Decade two: Bookended by crises 

The second decade of the Reform Era in China was bookended with two crises, one political in 1989 
and the other economic in 1998. The Tiananmen incident in summer of 1989 happened at a point 
when the Chinese themselves were unsure about the role of the market economy in a supposedly 
socialist nation. In the wake of international sanctions as a result of the Tiananmen crackdown, the 
number of private companies dropped from 200,000 to 90,600. Nevertheless, by the end of 1990, 
stock exchanges were established in Shanghai and Shenzhen. Supreme leader Deng Xiaoping, 
though at an advanced age by that time, declared in 1992 that Chinese reforms were on a path of no 
return; the number of private companies soared. That decade saw the emergence of a number of 
influential private businesses such as Lenovo and Huawei. Other notable enterprises established 
during that time period included the conglomerate Fosun, the insurer Taikang, and others. China’s 
GDP reached $USD 1.03 trillion in 1998, an increase of 230% over that of 1988.  

Decade three: China becomes the factory of the world 

By far the most significant development during the third decade of the Reform Era (1998-2008) was 
the ascension of China to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in December 2001. This afforded 
China the opportunity to become “factory of the world”. In the coastal city of Hangzhou, Jack Ma 
raised 500,000 RMB to establish Alibaba in 1999. In the same year, Tencent promoted the instant-
messaging service in Shenzhen in southern China. China’s e-commerce market was ready to take off. 
At a GDP of $USD 4.6 trillion, China became the third largest economy in the world by 2008. The 
GDP grew by some 350% over the course of the decade.  

Decade four: Facing global crises 

The fourth decade (2008-2018) of the Reform Era got under way against amidst the severest global 
financial crisis since World War II. Partly due to its relatively insular banking system, the Chinese 
economy survived the crisis with a few bruises but not much more. A controversial stimulus package 
of 4 trillion yuan helped steady the economy during the global economic downturn. Housing prices 
surged in 2009 and the economy increasingly relied on the real estate sector. A little-known Chinese 
businessman named Li Shufu made a bid to acquire Volvo in the same year. Many other Chinese 
companies were also busy acquiring overseas assets. By 2018, China's GDP stood at $USD 13.82 
trillion, a jump of 160% compared to the previous decade and enough to put China within shouting 
distance of the USA (in terms of purchasing power. The Chinese economy was number one already). 
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Can growth continue? 

After forty years of growth at dizzying speed, the Chinese economy is noticeably slowing down in 
recent years. Despite a partial relaxation in population control policies, the number of people in the 
working age group peaked in 2012 and the demographic dividend is disappearing.  Further 
urbanization may yet bring growth opportunities but there are persistent worries regarding the 
elevated property prices and high levels of debt throughout the economy. What might be the new 
driving forces of China’s economy in the next decade? Will China be able to shed its old image of a 
technology follower and imitator and graduate to a bona fide innovator in the age of robotics and 
artificial intelligence? Will China be able to weather the brewing anti-globalization headwinds and 
other geopolitical challenges? Nobody has the proverbial crystal ball, but odds are that China will 
remain one of the top performers among the G20 countries, if its leaders commit to a set of policies 
that encourage competition from within and without. 
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